
Name: Velvet Color Short Jacket Code: 34923VG Winter High Visibility Color

Description

High visibility short jacket made of fluorescent yellow Velvet fustian fabric 
60% cotton and 40% polyester, weight 350 g/m², with concealed five 
button closure, shirt collar, one chest pockets with flaps and Velcro, one 
tridimensional chest pocket with pen holder, flap and Velcro. Top part in 
high visibility yellow, bottom part of the sleeves, collar and pocket flaps in 
blue. Two loops of reflective bands around sleeves and chest. 

- The Velvet range offers high visibility requirements and guarantees cold 
resistance and insulation.
- Fabric with double inner plush lining.
- The compact fabric retains body heat and its surface enhances the 
ability to repel liquid and dirt.

The product is designed and manufactured to comply with the essential 
health and safety requirements of Directive 89/686/EEC,  and to conform 
to the requirements of European standards  EN 20471 for high visibility 
clothing. 
It is classified as PPE Cat. II.

EN 20471
Class 2: ≥ 0.50 m² fluorescent material;                         
             ≥ 0.13 m² retro-reflective material.

Category Colours Available Sizes

II Hi-Vis Yellow - Blue 44-62 

Quantity/Carton Important Information Recommended for

20

Keep in a cool dry place, far from heat sources 
and direct light.
Make sure the garment is in good condition, 
undamaged and clean before use. Once you 
become aware of a damage, you should 
immediately replace it.

General and Road Construction, Road sign work, 
Road and plants maintenance, Service and 
assistance companies, Emergency response 
companies.

The performances of the garment are guaranteed 
when it is correctly worn and fastened..

Dexterity EC Standards Storage and cleaning

EN ISO 20471

Class:2 

We recommend to follow the washing instructions. 
Resistance up to 50 washings.
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